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Genetic algorithms (GAs), as nondeterministic conformational search techniques, are promising for
solving protein structure prediction (PSP) problems. The crossover operator of a GA can underpin the
formation of potential conformations by exchanging and sharing potential sub-conformations.
However, as the optimum PSP conformation is usually compact, the crossover operation may result
in many invalid conformations (by having non-self-avoiding walks). Although a crossover-based
converging conformation suffers from limited pathways, combining it with depth-ﬁrst search (DFS) can
partially reveal potential pathways and make an invalid crossover valid and successful. Random
conformations are frequently applied for maintaining diversity as well as for initialization in many GA
applications. The random-move-only-based conformation generator has exponential time complexity
in generating random conformations, whereas the DFS-based random conformation generator has
linear time complexity and performs relatively faster. We have performed extensive experiments using
popular 2D, as well as useful 3D, models to justify our hypothesis empirically.
& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Protein structure prediction (PSP) is a problem of determining
the natural state of a protein from its primary structure and is of
great importance because the three dimensionally folded structures determine the biological function [1] and hence prove very
useful in applications such as drug design [2]. Particular folded
structures are essential for the functioning of living cells as well as
for providing body structure. High-resolution protein modeling is
possible, provided a homologue of the target protein exists [3].
The application of the high-resolution model becomes less
effective without a homologous template. However, the homologous template is unable to explain how and why a protein
adopts a speciﬁc structure. Thus, low resolution ab initio [4] or de
novo modeling becomes essential. In an ab initio approach, the
building of a 3D conformation (structure) is essentially based on
the properties of amino acids, since protein is a three dimensionally folded molecule composed of amino acids [5] linked together
in a particular order (called the primary structure) speciﬁed by
the DNA sequence of a gene [6]. In this paper, our efforts are to
investigate the ab initio protein structure prediction problem.
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Lattice protein models introduced by Dill [7] are widely
used for investigating the underlying principles of protein folding
[8]. Protein conformation as a self-avoiding walk in the lattice
model has been proven to be NP-complete for the 2D square
and 3D cube HP models [9,10]. Therefore, a deterministic
algorithm for folding prediction is not feasible. Reasonably, a
nondeterministic approach with robust strategies that can
extract minimal energy conformations efﬁciently from these
models becomes necessary. Nevertheless, this is a very
challenging task as there exists an astronomical number of
possible conformations even for a very short sequence of amino
acids [11,12].
Due to its superior performance the genetic algorithm (GA),
with crossover as one of its key operations [13], is often chosen as
a vehicle for providing solutions to the PSP problems. Not only
within the GA itself but also in many other PSP solving algorithms
the core concepts of GAs and their components are often adapted
for effectiveness [14–18]. While crossover can be very effective in
joining two different potential sub-conformations, it can be
repeatedly unsuccessful in converging. This is because, the
conformation being compact in nature, it leaves limited pathways
available for a valid (i.e., self-avoiding-walk) conformation,
thereby causing many potential sub-conformations to be lost.
This motivates us to apply partial pathways, based on depth-ﬁrst
search (DFS) [19], to regain potential sub-conformations, leading
to effective algorithms and superior conformations, resulting in
better PSP solutions.
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2. Background and preliminaries
In nature, a protein folds quickly, generally requiring between
a tenth of a millisecond and one second, whereas any algorithm
on any modern computer is still unable to simulate this task in
anything close to real time [13,20]. Current research confronted
with the immense complexity of the protein structure prediction
problem has led to the manifestation of several important issues
and approaches, which are yet to be investigated [13,21,22].
First, the energy function, which is a combination of several
factors that determine the free energy of a folded protein, is not
fully understood. Therefore, existing formulations for energy
functions do not suggest any obvious path to a solution for the
PSP problem.
Second, conformational search algorithms are promising
approaches for solving this hard optimization problem. However,
the PSP problem still needs considerable research to ﬁnd an
effective algorithm. The aim of the search is to identify an
optimum conformation within a very vast and convoluted search
landscape.
Third, Cyrus Levinthal observed, in what is popularly known as
the Levinthal paradox, that proteins fold into their speciﬁc 3D
conformations in a time span far shorter than it would be possible
for the molecule to actually search the entire conformational
space for the lowest energy state [23]. As the process of folding
constrains proteins to a subset of intermediate conformations (for
example, obviously no sequence of intermediate structures can
include non-SAW states) the existence of folding pathways,
consisting of a set of more probable, possible intermediate
conformations, can be postulated.
While focusing on the second issue [24–29], we utilize DFS
strategies, developing novel search algorithms in a form to
address the pathway hypothesis. The energy landscape of protein
folding is very convoluted. Macroscopically it resembles a funnelshaped energy landscape, where at any point of the surface the
energy of conformation drops increasingly with decreasing search
space. This is reﬂected in structure prediction as subsequent
crossover failure because the converging, compacting conformations face more collisions between sub-conformations during
attempted crossover operations. This can result in the rejection of
the potentially useful sub-conformations as being unﬁt when
paired with the available counterpart of the crossover portion
(from a dissimilar conformation). Thus, it has been concluded that
conformational searching is a major bottleneck in protein folding
prediction, with the observed folding rates found to be proportional to the number of microscopic folding routes [30].
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To deﬁne PSP formally, assume for an amino-acid sequence
s ¼ s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,. . .,sn , a conformation c needs to be formed where
cnAC(s), C(s) is the set of all valid (i.e., SAW) conformations of s,
n is the total number of amino acids in the sequence and the
energy of the conformation is En ¼(C)¼min{E(c)9cAC} [17]. If the
number of TNs (for HH contact) in a conformation c is q then the
value of E(c) is deﬁned as E(c) ¼  1  q¼  q and the ﬁtness
function is F ¼  q. The optimum conformation will have a
maximum possible value of 9F9. With respect to the conﬁgurations, the lattice model can be of many types; however 2 different
useful forms of conﬁguration will be discussed in Sections 2.1.1
and 2.1.2.
2.1.1. 2D square conﬁguration
A 2D square lattice model (Fig. 1) is widely used within
the research community [13,25,31,32,35–41]. Easy to implement, many search algorithms are developed using the 2D
square HP lattice model. Any algorithm development in the
same conﬁguration allows validation and comparison of new
techniques for protein structure prediction [24–26,28,29,42].
In a 2D HP square lattice model, a non-terminal and a terminal
residue, each with 4 neighbours, can have a maximum of 2 TNs
and 3 TNs, respectively, and the model will have a parity problem.
However, results for a 2D square HP lattice model are provided to
allow easy comparison and then the algorithm developed has
been extended for the 3D hexagonal close packed (HCP) HP
conﬁguration as described in Section 2.1.2.
2.1.2. 3D hexagonal close packed (HCP) conﬁguration
In a 3D HCP lattice conﬁguration, a residue can have 12 nearest
neighbours (see Fig. 2). As can be seen from Fig. 2, the distributions of the neighbours follow the following arrangement: 6 are
in the same plane, 3 are above in an upper plane and the
remaining 3 are below in the lower plane. Any two adjacent
residues are always a unit distance apart [38,47].
By placing the centre residue at the origin (0, 0, 0), the 6
neighbours form a uniform hexagon with their x, y and z coordinates
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
given by (1, 0, 0), (1=2, 3, 2, 0), (1=2, 3=2, 0), ( 1, 0, 0), (1=2,
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
 3=2, 0) and (1=2,  3=2, 0). The coordinates of the upper layer

2.1. HP lattice model
The simpliﬁed HP lattice model [31,32] is based on hydrophobicity [33], dividing the amino acids into two different
beads—hydrophobic (H) and hydrophilic (or polar (P)). The model
allows HP protein sequences to be conﬁgured as self-avoiding
walks (SAWs) on the lattice path, favoring a low free energy state
due to HH interaction. The energy of a given conformation is
deﬁned as the number of topological neighbor (TN) contacts
between those Hs that are not adjacent in the sequence. This
contact between two neighboring H residues (or HH contact) is a
TN and is assigned a value for the potential, termed interaction
potential, which is deﬁned as  1 for the HP model. The value is
chosen to be negative, since each protein’s stable folded state is
assumed to correspond to the global minimum free energy [34].
Further, the HP and PP interaction potentials are assigned values
of 0, which basically implies that there is no interaction between
an H and a P of HP contact or between the Ps of PP contacts.

Fig. 1. HP conformation in the 2D HP square model shown by a solid line. 2D
square lattice having ﬁtness ¼  (TN Count)¼  9.
indicates a hydrophobic and
indicates a hydrophilic residue. The dotted line indicates a TN. Starting residue
is indicated by a ‘1’ in the ﬁgure.

Fig. 2. Hexagonal close packed arrangement. To distinguish the layers are
separated by both colours and size, and dedicated connections are used to assist
the visualisation of the concept.
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pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
of 3 residues are (0, 1=2, 3=2), ( 3=4, 1=4, 3=2) and
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
( 3=4, 3, 1=4, 3=2). For the lower 3 residues the coordinates
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
will be (0, 1=2,  3=2), ( 3=4, 1=4, 3=2) and ( 3=4, 1=4,
pﬃﬃﬃ
 3=2).
The algorithms developed for a 2D HP model are extended to
the 3D HCP model in this article. This is done to generate a
realistic sample, which can be fed into a high-resolution model in
a hierarchical manner [43]. The choice of an HCP model for the 3D
lattice is based on the following reasons [44]:
(i) 3D HCP is the densest sphere packing lattice conﬁguration for
spheres of equal size [45]. Thus, it can provide the most
compact protein core [38,39]. However, in the physical
structure the protein adopts in nature, the core may not
necessarily be the most compact one. The 3D HCP conﬁguration is also parity problem free [46].
(ii) Following (i), for a region of ﬁxed volume of space HCP can
offer the highest degree of freedom for placing a residue in a
suitable neighboring position.
(iii) Following (ii), HCP can provide the most realistic discrete
mapping of the folded protein.
We will continue using the 2D square HP model to explain
relevant concepts in subsequent sections. Discussions related to
3D HCP will re-appear with the simulation results in Section 3 on
experiments.
2.2. Complexity of the lattice model
Even if we use a simpliﬁed lattice model and the sequence
length is short, we have an inordinate number of valid (i.e., SAW)
conformations [11,12,48]. For instance, in a 2D HP model, for a
sequence of n amino acids the number of valid conformations is
proportional to mn, where the connective constant or the effective
coordinate number m is lattice dependent [12]. Prediction of the
optimal conformation using the lattice model is also an NPcomplete problem [9,10]. To predict the backbone conformation
of the folded protein from its amino-acid sequence based on
global interactions such as hydrophobicity, lattice models are
used for approximation [31,32,35–37]. For ab initio prediction in
critical assessment of structure prediction (CASP) [35–37], most
successful approaches followed a hierarchical paradigm where
the lattice-based, backbone conformational sampling works very
effectively at the top of the hierarchy. Advancing toward all-atom
or full modeling from the lattice, the energy functions include
atom-based potentials from molecular mechanics packages such
as CHARMM, AMBER and ECEPP [49,50]. Conformational search
algorithms built on lattice models, which play a key role in solving
PSP, are discussed next.
2.3. Rationale of low resolution model
At the present time, due to the immense computational
complexity, a high-resolution model can be applied only when a
homologue of the target protein exists. Even when used it lacks
the ability to answer how and why a protein adopts its speciﬁc
structure [3,4]. Thus, ab initio modeling is essential for a complete
solution to the PSP problem, including the investigation of the
physicochemical principles of protein folding, as recent data
indicate that the fundamental physics underlying the folding
process may be simpler than was previously thought [21]. Many
changes in amino-acid sequence often do not vary the overall
topology of a protein, which suggests that folding mechanisms
depend more on the low resolution geometrical properties of the
native state [21] and therefore a simpliﬁed model can be applied

to understand the physical principles governing the folding
processes [51].
Low resolution models can potentially be used to produce an
initial approximation of the protein structure, a folding rate that
depends on the height of the free-energy barrier, effects of
mutations on the folding rate that depend on the region(s) of the
protein ordered near the top of the barrier and so on, which in
turn allows insight into how adaptation and selection operate
among large collections of sequence to structure mappings. Also,
an initial coarse sampling of the energy landscape makes the
conformational search feasible as well as faster [4]. Thus low
resolution models have been found to be promising [21,52–54].

2.4. Nondeterministic conformational search algorithms
For solving ab initio PSP using the lattice model, numerous
nondeterministic approaches have been investigated: Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation, evolutionary MC (EMC) [14,15], simulated
annealing (SA), tabu search with genetic algorithm (GTB) [16], ant
colony optimization [17] and immune algorithm (IA) based on an
artiﬁcial immune system (AIS) [55]. Due to their simplicity and
search effectiveness, genetic algorithms (GAs) [13,28,34,56–59]
are the most attractive. They also provided superior performance
over MC [57,58]. The concepts of GAs are also widely adapted
within these algorithms. For instance, a new MC algorithm [14]
adopted the population-based cut-and-paste (i.e., crossover)
operation to achieve higher ﬁtness. The evolutionary Monte Carlo
(EMC) [15] algorithm incorporated the evolutionary features of
genetic algorithms, such as a population that is updated by
crossover and mutation operations. Jiang et al. [16] applied the GA
with a tabu search (GTB) to solve PSP using lattice models. Also,
the conformational space annealing (CSA) algorithm [18,60] is
based on a concept similar to that of GA, where a ‘‘bank’’ in CSA is
equivalent to the ‘‘population’’ in GA.

2.5. Focus of the paper
Given the widespread adoption of GAs for PSP, improving the
essence of GA, i.e., its crossover operation, by combining it with
DFS, may have a positive impact on solving the PSP problem. In
solving PSP using a conventional GA, where the optimum
conformation is mostly physically compact (see Fig. 3), a
crossover-based converging conformation suffers from limited
pathways and the algorithm thus increasingly generates invalid
conformations. Our hypothesis is that the combination of DFS
with crossover can instead reveal potential pathways in solving
PSP. Thus, by using DFS a repeatedly failing crossover having
congested but potentially useful sub-conformation can be allowed
for a limited number of pathways as a possible candidate for
crossover counterparts, if there exists at least one path.

Fig. 3. As the search proceeds the conformation gets more compact. For a typical
run, conformations at generation 1, 1434 and 5646 have been shown in (a)–(c)
respectively, showing the ﬁtter conformation is relatively more compact:
(a) ﬁtness¼  15, (b) ﬁtness ¼  33 and (c) ﬁtness¼  42.
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2.6. Deﬁning the GA operators for PSP problem
Here, we deﬁne the GA operators for the PSP problem based on
the HP lattice model:
Crossover operation: for PSP, this aids the construction of
global solutions by the cooperative combination of many local
substructures [13]. We particularly follow the commonly used
crossover operation pioneered by Unger and Moult [57], as
illustrated in Fig. 4, a single-point crossover. We follow this
single-point crossover since otherwise the converging conformation, being compact in nature, would generate more collisions or
invalid conformations [15]. In addition, the ability to rotate before
joining within the crossover provides a mutation-equivalent
operation especially when relative encoding is followed [42]. For
example, if we emulate the crossover in Fig. 4 without the
rotation, we can write using relative encoding that:
Crossover (a:‘LFLLRRLRLLFLRFRLFL’, b:‘RFFFRFRFLFLRFRLLFL’)
-would output, c’: ‘LFLLRRLRLLFL n RLLFL’ without the rotation
before joining. (Here, ‘n’ indicates an undeﬁned move in
relative encoding and here it indicates a non-SAW move.)
But, with rotation, the conformation can have SAW, i.e., c:
‘LFLLRRLRLLFLRRLLFL’.
Comparing c’:‘LFLLRRLRLLFL n RLLFL’ and c:‘LFLLRRLRLLFLRRLLFL’,
it becomes clear that the ‘n’ is replaced by an ‘R’ after the rotation,
which is genotypically a single-point mutation.
Crossover failure: this implies that before joining two parts, all
possible rotated positions at the joining point have been tried but
failed to produce at least one valid conformation (i.e., a SAW).
Combination of crossover and DFS: for generating a conformation this implies that a DFS-generated random and partial path
has been joined with the ﬁrst half of the sub-conformation.
DFS after crossover failed: this implies that ‘combination of
crossover and DFS’ has been performed after an occurrence of
‘crossover failure’.
Mutation operation: this involves pivot rotation (Fig. 5) as
basically pioneered by Unger and Moult [57]. We employ singlepoint mutation to avoid more collisions.
Ordinary random conformation generation: this implies the
generation of a SAW conformation based on random-move-only
(RMO). In a 2D square lattice model left, right and forward moves
are permissible but backward moves are prohibited. For a
conformation, once a path search has failed after looking in the
three possible degrees of freedom the whole process restarts.
Random conformation generation by DFS: this implies that we
apply DFS to generate a SAW conformation. As the DFS proceeds,
it stores the possible pathways using a stack memory [19] and, on
total failure after trying all possible degrees of freedom on a
particular location (i.e. lattice point), it can backtrack to restart

Fig. 4. An example of the crossover operation [57]. Conformations are randomly
cut and pasted with the cut point chosen randomly between residues 14 and 15.
The ﬁrst 14 residues of (a) are rotated ﬁrst as needed (as allowed by the degree of
freedom of the model conﬁguration) and then joined with the last 6 residues of
(b) to form (c), where ﬁtness, F¼  9; ‘-’ indicates the crossover positions.

Fig. 5. An example of the mutation operation [57]. Dotted lines indicate TN.
Residue number 11 is chosen randomly as the pivot. For the move to apply, a 1801
rotation (among a number of possible degree of freedom deﬁned by the model
conﬁguration) alters (a) with F¼  4 to (b) F ¼  9; ‘-’ indicates the mutation
residue.

1. Initialize fixed size current population ( Pop z ) of randomly
generated conformations.
2. Obtain new solution ( S new ) from the current population by
using Crossover and Mutation operations at the pre-specified
rates ( pc and pm respectively).
3. Assess quality or fitness, F, of S new .
4. Promote the obtained S new , and elite and untouched
chromosomes, to the next generation and assign the new
generation as the current population.
5. IF END-OF-SOLUTION is not reached THEN repeat
from Step 2.
Fig. 6. Genetic algorithm for solving PSP problem. Terms in italic is explained in
Section 2.6.

from the stored options instead of restarting the creation of the
whole conformation.

3. Experiments and results
We carried out experiments to empirically verify our hypothesis that combining DFS with crossover will be advantageous. The
simple GA (SGA) applied for PSP is outlined in Fig. 6 and the
crossover variations with the possible implementation have been
shown in Fig. 7.
As shown in Fig. 7, we have experimented with four variations
of the crossover operation. Crossover (a) (see Fig. 7(a)) represents a
conventional crossover operation for PSP without DFS. Crossover
(b) (see Fig. 7(b)) applies DFS-based partial path generation with
the sub-conformation, immediately the sub-conformation fails to
join with its counterpart sub-conformation after trying all
possible degrees of freedom. Crossover (d) (see Fig. 7(d)) is similar
to Crossover (b) in operation but allows more time for a failed
crossover to search for a suitable counterpart sub-conformation to
match. Crossover (c) is a variation of Crossover(d) where, instead of
a sub-conformation looking for its counterpart sub-conformation
in the population, Crossover(c) directly uses DFS to generate the
rest of the path to complete the conformation. This alternative
was investigated to determine an effective rate of DFS.
The default GA parameters for all experiments were set as a
population size (Popz) of 200, crossover rate (pc) of 0.85 or 85%,
mutation rate (pm) of 5% and preservation of an elite of 5% [61,62].
The folding processes for longer PSP sequences generally have
complex energy landscapes [32,63–68], and hence these sequences would normally require longer times to converge.
Accordingly, we chose these longer benchmark sequences (see
Table 1) to highlight the true impact of this approach.
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3.1. Experiments using 2D HP square model
A maximum of 2000 generations was allocated for each of the
10 iterations carried out per sequence and in each category of
experiments. The benchmark PSP sequences used are shown in
Table 1 for the 2D square HP lattice model [7], with the length
ranging from 50 to 100 [69,70]. The results are shown in Table 2.
In Table 2, we include two other algorithms in their generic
form, namely Unger’s GA (UGA [57]) and conformational space
annealing (CSA) algorithm [18,60] along with our proposed

1. DO single-point Crossover.
2. IF ‘Crossover failure’ = TRUE then
3.
REPLACE one of the parents.
4.
DO single-point Crossover.
5. END IF

1. DO single-point Crossover.
2. IF ‘Crossover failure’ = TRUE then
3.
DO ‘DFS after crossover failed’.
4. END IF

algorithm. It may be noted that UGA has been reported to have
outperformed many MC variations [13,57]. We emulated UGA in
our experiment without changing the original parameter for
cooling. The initial cooling temperature was set to 2 and was
decreased by 0.99 in every 200,000 steps until the temperature
reached 0.15.
The format of column entries is ‘average/minimum’ and
indicates ﬁtness function values. The X implies Crossover operation. Thus, X(a) indicates Crossover (a) as described above and so
on. CSA and UGA indicate conformational space annealing
algorithm [18] and Unger’s GA [57], respectively. Bold entries
indicate the row-wise best values obtained.
We abstracted the general form of the CSA algorithm by
removing the heuristic-based special moves, keeping the generic
form intact, to provide a fair comparison in our experiment.
Comparison with the CSA algorithm is particularly important for
our work, since the CSA approach has recently been applied in the
PSP software ROSETTA [35,71–74]. Both UGA and CSA ran 2000
GA generation equivalent runs per iteration.

3.2. Experiments using 3D HP HCP model

1. DO single-point ‘Combination of crossover and DFS’.

1. DO apply option: (a).
2. IF no improvement for 5 consecutive generations,
3.
DO apply option: (b).
4. END IF

Fig. 7. Crossover operation and variation details. Terms in italic is explained in
Section 2.6.

As mentioned earlier in Section 3, we kept the same value for
GA parameters, i.e., population size 200, crossover rate 85%,
mutation rate 5% and elitism of 5%. We have also used the same
set of benchmark HP sequence shown in Table 1 as used for the
2D square HP lattice model. For each sequences, the simulation
ran for 10 iterations; however each run has been executed a
maximum of 1500 GA generations. The results obtained are
shown in Table 3.
The format of column entries is ‘average/minimum’. The X
implies Crossover operation. Thus, X(i) indicates Crossover (i)
where i¼‘a’–‘d’. CSA and UGA indicate conformational space

Table 1
Benchmark protein sequences for the 2D HP model.
Len.

Sequences

Ref.

50
60
64
85
100

H2(PH)3PH4PH(P3H)2P4H(P3H)2PH4P(HP)3H2
P2H3PH8P3H10PHP3H12P4H6PH2PHP
H12(PH)2(P2H2)2P2HP2H2PPHP2H2P2(H2P2)2(HP)2H12
4H4P12H6P12H3P12H3P12H3P1H2P2H2P2H2P1H1P1H
3P2H2P4H2P3H1P2H1P2H1P4H8P6H2P6H9P1H1P2H1P11H2P3H1P2H1P1H2P1H1P3H6P3H

[70]
[70]
[70]
[69]
[69]

‘H’ and ‘P’ in the sequence indicate hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids, respectively. Len. indicates length.

Table 2
Run results of 10 iterations on each PSP sequence (see Table 1 for the sequences). GA runs with four different crossover options (shown in Fig. 7), have been compared.
Len

X(a)

X(b)

X(c)

X(d)

CSA

UGA

50
60
64
85
100

 17.3/  20
 29.2/  32
 29.1/  31
 39.4/  44
 37.1/  39

 17.6/  20
 29.8/  32
 29.3/  31
 39.6/  45
 37.6/  41

 14.5/ 17
 27.8/ 31
 25.2/ 29
 34.5/ 38
 30.2/  37

 18/  20
 30.5/ 32
 32/  35
 43.4/ 46
 38.5/ 42

 17/ 19
 30.4/-32
 29/ 30
 43.2/ 46
 37.2/ 38

 16.6/  18
 29/  31
 27.8/  31
 41.4/  46
 37.4/  40

Table 3
Average and minimum-ﬁtness-value from run-results of 10 iterations on each PSP sequence using 3D HCP model.
Len.

X(a)

X(b)

X(c)

X(d)

CSA

UGA

50
60
64
85
100

 70.3/  77
 145.8/  157
 138.2/  147
 191.6/  204
 180.3/  190

 69.8/  76
 149.8/  161
 139.6/  145
 193.1/  203
 185.6/  193

 59.6/  69
 115.1/  121
 119.2/  130
 169.8/  187
 142.7/  154

 78.4/  82
 152.7/  161
 140.8/  147
 197.9/  212
 191.1/  204

 72.4/ 77
 140.8/ 149
 129/ 135
 188.5/  200
 182.8/  193

 70.2/  74
 148.1/  158
 133.3/  141
 189.6/  202
 171.2/  183
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Seq. Len. vs. Rand. Gen. Time

3500
Time: Tick count (TC),
999 Tc = 1 second
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DFS

3000

RMO

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

0

50

100

150

200

Sequence Length
Fig. 9. Random conformation generation. DFS approach versus random-moveonly (RMO) approach. An average of 100 iterations is taken for a particular length
of a single random conformation generation (not from benchmark sequences).

Fig. 8. Minimum conformations found in the X(d) simulation using the 3D HCP
conﬁguration. The ﬁgures from (a) to (e) correspond to the sequence length
50–100 (see Table 1) in the same order. The ﬁgures are drawn using VMD tool with
‘orthographic’ and ‘depth cueing’ options chosen.

annealing algorithm and Unger’s GA, respectively. Bold entries
indicate the row-wise best values obtained.
The performance using the 3D HCP model remains consistent
when compared with the previous experiments performed using
the 2D HP model in Section 3.1. The X(d) algorithm consistently
performed the best and X(c) performed the worst and slowest
amongst all other search algorithms. The minimum conformations achieved in this experiment using 3D HCP model have been
shown in Fig. 8.

4. Discussion of the experimental results
We have introduced the concept of ﬁnding potential partial
pathways using a depth-ﬁrst search (DFS) strategy with a
converging potential sub-conformation if a crossover failed to
ﬁnd a matching counterpart to produce a valid (i.e., a selfavoiding-walk) conformation. Crossover variation X(c) gave the
worst results (see Table 2 and Table 3). X(c) involves applying DFS
constantly at the same rate as the crossover operation to generate
the other half of the crossover portion, which is misguiding the
optimum results more than guiding them compared to the other
strategies applied. X(a) represents the crossover-only approach,
that is, crossover with DFS, and X(b) is the variant where DFS is
applied whenever a crossover fails. X(b) demonstrates a slight

improvement over X(a). X(d) performed the best, with results
comparable to that of UGA and CSA algorithms. This is most likely
due to the fact that in X(d), crossover was applied exhaustively by
allowing a failed crossover to search for more counterparts to
match and, when there was no improvement at all in the whole
population for a few consecutive generations, the failed crossover
is combined with DFS to generate possible potential pathways. It
is interesting to note that in our experiment we ﬁnd DFS has zero
failure in ﬁnding pathways. Thus, a constantly failing subconformation in a crossover operation, which is likely to have
few possible pathways, can be salvaged using DFS to unravel the
hidden paths effectively. As an alternative to DFS, breadth-ﬁrst
search (BFS) [19] could have been used; however, BFS is both
memory and time intensive.
The idea of the conformational space annealing (CSA) algorithm seemed appealing as it maintains the diversity based on
maintaining distinguished conformations in a separate bank of
population, implying the division of the search space into a
manageable ﬁnite number of banks (say 50), which can represent
possible distinguished (non-overlapped) regions of the ﬁtness
landscape and for each region the best representative is maintained. However, with the immense complexity and extent of the
ﬁtness landscape associated with the PSP problems, dividing the
landscape into a ﬁnite number of regions (say 50) does not make
any difference—considering a very large number divided by 50,
then the numbers of possible conformations within each division
remain unmanageably large. Therefore, the real effort would be to
ﬁnd the best representative for each region with the large and
convoluted search landscape, which is again the main goal of the
entire search. Thus, for the convoluted nature of the PSP problem,
it is not convincing that CSA can reasonably maintain the region
representative sufﬁciently well. This may be the reason as to why
it has not performed well.

5. Supplementary applications of DFS in PSP
It is important to remember that ordinary random conformation
generation1 takes exponential time, ﬁtted to a curve given by the
following Equation:
y ¼ 2:8723e0:0326x

1

Terms in italic is explained in Section 2.6.

ð1Þ
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Table 4
For various PSP sequences, entries indicate percentage of average chromosome
removal per generation while percentage in column header (except #1) indicates
equal or greater percentage of similarity between two chromosomes for which one
of them is removed from the population to maintain diversity.
Len.(%)

100

90

80

70

60

50

50
60
64
85
100

17.2
11.8
13.4
6.2
6.2

33.6
25.7
23.0
16.7
19.7

39.5
31.1
28.5
24.5
25.4

45.4
38.3
36.7
32.0
33.6

53.2
45.0
43.7
40.4
41.2

76.9
67.9
64.5
50.9
49.8

Len. indicates length.

The square of the coefﬁcient of determination of Eq. (1),
R2 ¼0.9832, with increasing sequence length uses the randommove-only (RMO) approach. In contrast, the run-time for random
conformation generation by DFS remains a quadratic ﬁtted curve
(see Fig. 9), as shown in Eq. (2):
y ¼ 0:02x2 0:5717x þ 54:789

ð2Þ

2

with R ¼0.9996 (for Eq. (2)). Although Eq. (2) is mathematically
quadratic, the coefﬁcient of x2 in Eq. (2) is close to zero, and the
actual relationship can be considered to be almost linear.
The application of random conformation generation by DFS may
have a generally lower impact because totally random conformations are generated only for initialization of the population.
However, to maintain diversity many GA approaches replenish a
considerable portion of the population at frequent intervals
[75,76]. For example, Hoque et al. [75,77] have shown that
removal of chromosomes having 80–90% or greater similarity
from a GA population helps it to perform better. After removal it is
necessary to replenish the population by random conformations
of 16–40% in each generation as indicated in Table 4. Thus, in such
a case, for longer sequences, random conformation generation by
DFS would make the GA search far more efﬁcient.

6. Conclusions
A depth-ﬁrst search (DFS) strategy at a low rate has been
applied in combination with a powerful crossover operation.
Together they revealed convoluted and microscopic pathways for
solving the protein structure prediction problem. Experiments
using a variety of longer, standard benchmark sequences from
literature have demonstrated the efﬁcacy and improved performance characteristics of this approach empirically using two
different HP model conﬁgurations. The search strategy developed
was inspired by the pathway hypothesis. Further work will be
directed at exploring the biological signiﬁcance and relevance of
this novel approach.
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